[Structural-metabolic changes in neurons of hippocampus and neocortex under the influence of "polydan"].
The aim of this work was to study the influence of different regimens of polydan administration on the structural and metabolic state of neurons of rat hippocampus and neocortex. The animals of experimental groups were administered 75 mg/kg of polydan intraperitoneally once or 5 times. Animals of control groups received similar injections of sodium chloride isotonic solution. Light microscopic study of hippocampus and somatosensory area of neocortex demonstrated 4 types of neurons that could be distinguished according to the degree of their staining with methylene blue. Polydan administration resulted in redistribution of relative proportions of neurons of these types and in increase of the number of nucleoli in these cells, thus indicating an activation of synthetic processes. Quantitative ultrastructural analysis of ribosomes in the cytoplasm of neurons of hippocampal area CA3 and neocortical layer V has confirmed the activation of protein synthesis. Intensification of synthetic processes in neurons was further supported by the analysis of mitochondrial cristae and matrix. It is suggested that synthesis activation in brain neurons is a structural and functional basis for the mnemotropic effect of polydan.